Material on microfilm from the Dannay collection

Microfilm
Master Negative
Ms Coll
Dannay

Queen, Ellery
The Glass Village
t.ms., 247p. (1st draft; with Dannay's
ms. corrections.)

1 reel (negative) MN 92-2107-1
1 reel (positive)

Microfilm
MASTER NEGATIVE
Ms Coll
Dannay

Queen, Ellery)
Manuscripts from the Frederic Dannay
Papers:

1. Adventure of the Bald-Headed Ghost
2. Adventure of the Black Syndicate
3. Adventure of the Blue Curse
4. Adventure of the Boy Detectives
5. Adventure of the Cellini Cup
6. Adventure of the Clobbered Corpse
7. Adventure of the Clue in C Major

Cont.

Microfilm
MASTER NEGATIVE
Ms Coll Dannay

8. Adventure of the Disappearing Cats
9. Adventure of the Dog Fires
10. Adventure of the Family Ghost
11. Adventure of the Four Murderers
12. Adventure of the Green Hat
13. Adventure of the Honeymoon House
14. Adventure of the Hopeless Case
15. Adventure of the Invisible Footprints
16. Adventure of the Living Corpse
17. Adventure of the Living Dead
18. Adventure of the Lost Treasure

Cont.
19. Adventure of the Man In The Taxi
20. Adventure of the Man Who Played Dead
21. Adventure of the Man Who Wanted to be Murdered
22. Adventure of the Man With Two Faces
23. Adventure of the March of Death
24. Adventure of the Mother Goose Murders
25. Adventure of the Mysterious Travelers
26. Adventure of the Old Witch
27. Adventure of the Painted Problem

28. Adventure of the Patient Murderer
29. Adventure of the Poet's Triangle
30. Adventure of the Red and Green Boxes
31. Adventure of the Robber of Fallboro
32. Adventure of the Servant Problem
33. Adventure of the Stolen Rembrandt
34. Adventure of the Superstitious Client
35. Adventure of the Terrified Man
36. Adventure of the Thirteenth Clue
37. Adventure of the Three Hands

38. Adventure of the Three IOU's
39. Adventure of the Three Scratches
40. Adventure of the Time of Death
41. Adventure of the Unlucky Man
42. Adventure of the Vanishing Magician
43. Adventure of the World Series Crime
44. Adventure of the Yang Piece
45. Dialogue between Ellery Queen and Barnaby Ross

2 reels (positive); 2 reels (printing master)
93-2051 & 93-2052
Queen, Ellery

Notes on Wrightsville. Mss.

1 reel (positive)
1 reel (negative) MN92-2106-3

Select manuscripts:
2. The King is Dead. T.ms., 326p.
3. The King is Dead [outline]. T.ms., 73p.
4. The King is Dead [outline]. T.ms., 71p.
5. The Murderer is a Fox. T.ms., 206p.
6. The Thin Man's Son. T.ms., 100p.

1 reel (positive)
1 reel (negative) 94-2031